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Conjugated Peptides

Conclusions

• Early peptide therapeutics revolved around
native structures such as insulin, calcitonin, and
vasopressin which were limited by their poor
ADME properties including instability, and rapid
proteolytic cleavage resulting in fast clearance.
• Structure Activity Relationship (SAR) efforts on
native peptide structures resulted in
improvements in potency, and proteolytic
stability, with moderate decreases in clearance.
• Additional improvements were accomplished by
blocking proteolysis with non-natural amino
acids, cyclization to induce conformational
constraint, and by optimizing formulation
strategies.
• These efforts continued to improved ADME
properties for injectable therapies with moderate
results.

• Significant advances in the last decade have
allowed conjugation of active peptides to
extend peptide half-life. Conjugation with
PEGylation (Peginesatide) is achieved by
chemical linkage via reactive amino acids
such as lysine or cysteine. These
modifications result in peptides with
significantly reduced renal clearance.
• Modification of peptides with lipid side chains
(Liraglutide) is a strategy that has
successfully controlled peptide clearance
utilizing protein binding. Increasing lipid
length in general results in further protein
binding and slower clearance.
• XTEN technology couples proprietary
polypeptides of various lengths by
recombinant fusion to therapeutic peptides.
This principle is similar to PEGylation with the
advantage of being biodegradable.
• FC fusion is another popular approach in
which the active peptide is linked to a stable
FC Domain (Dulaglutide).
• These innovative peptide conjugation
strategies permitted less frequent dose
administration.

• The potential of peptides as therapeutics was realized due
to their selective native signaling for many physiological
functions. These activities have been difficult to replicate
with small molecules. Despite this fact the development of
peptide drugs was hampered due to limitations of short
plasma half-life.

Analytical Strategies

Analytical Strategies
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*PEG(Peginesatide), Lipid Conjugate (Liraglutide),
XTEN (polypeptide fusion), FC-Fusion (Dulaglutide)

Extraction similar to small molecule assays (protein ppt, solid phase extraction, and immunoprecipitation)
Detection relied on Triple Quadruple Technology with multiple reaction monitoring (MRM)
Large MW peptides required enzymatic digestion with trypsin to achieve sensitivity
In some cases, both N and C terminal peptides were monitored to confirm ”intact” analysis.

Triple Quadrupole

•
•
•

Lack of immunoreagents in discovery demanded innovative extraction
methods
High MW creates problematic sensitivity with triple quadruple (MRM)
HRMS introduction in 2005 allowed sensitive, selective and intact assays
Enzymatic digestion/HRMS analysis can yield valuable data (Quan/Qual
approach)

High Resolution MS
Q Exactive Plus Advances

Glucagon Full Scan
LLOQ = 100 pg/ml

Resolution (140,000)

•

Allows selective assays without the need for MRM

High m/z range = 6000

•
•

Measures Intact molecule for selective PK Assays
No digestion required

Antibodies

•
•

Can measure Intact Antibody
Determines DAR ratio for ADC’s

Quan/Qual Approach

•

PK analysis of Bispecific antibodies/proteins to
verify stability across molecule

Sensitivity

•
•

Multiple methods to achieve sensitivity
Full Scan, SIM, PRM

Qualitative

•

In conjunction with Proteome Discover Mining
Software capable of determining proteolytic
cleavage products.

• Peptides are amenable to site specific modifications. This
with advances in recombinant expression technologies
revived peptide development in the last decade. This has
resulted in a significant increase in FDA approval of
peptides therapeutics in the last decade. Conjugated
peptides entering clinical development has increased from
5% to 30% over the last decade.
• Modifications improving peptide ADME properties created
new challenges for mass spectrometry assays. Significant
increases in molecular weight precluded intact assays by
traditional MRM instrumentation.
• Strategies that improved peptide therapeutic half-life
created issues for extraction from matrix. Protein binding of
lipid conjugated peptides for can significantly lower
analytical extraction limiting the sensitivity of the assay.
• The advent of HRMS orbitrap technology overcame the
issues for sensitive and selective analysis of intact peptides
conjugates. Its utilization is now considered conventional
for MS analysis of large molecules. AIT Biosciences has
been developing novel approaches to efficiently extract
these conjugates from plasma while employing HRMS for
sensitive detection. These developments have the
potential to avoid the requirement of expensive
immunoprecipitation reagents and simplify analytical
method development.
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